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The goal of this presentation is to help with distinguishing between the two possible NVNA measurement
types:
- Harmonic Measurements
- X-Parameter Measurements
For completeness, S-Parameter Measurements are briefly recapitulated.
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PNA-X Configuration (from the Datasheet)
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This slide depicts a section of the Agilent PNA-X Configuration Sheet.
http://cp.literature.agilent.com/litweb/pdf/5989-8575EN.pdf (Jan.2010)

As can be seen, the PNA-X *basic* configuration is for
-> 'S-Parameters',
but it can be enhanced with Configuration Options to also cover
-> 'Harmonic Measurements'
and on top of that, for
-> 'X-Parameter Measurements'.
THIS TRIPLET OF PNA-X CONFIGURATIONS IS THE BASIC CONCEPT OF THIS SLIDE SET !
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S-Parameter Measurements
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1. S-Parameter
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Let's recap S-Parameters first ...
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Linear Vector Network Analyzer
Forward Acquisition
DUT
freq

Z0
fwd

a1 
b1 

freq

b2 
power waves

power waves

Z0

Reverse Acquisition
a2

freq

b1 
power waves

 b2
power waves

Z0

freq

rev

Z0
- In linear systems, no new frequencies (harmonics) are created by the system
- And even if new frequencies were generated, they would not be measured (!)
due to the extremely small IF bandwidth

sequential
signal
stimulus !!!
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During a 2-Port Linear S-Parameter Measurement, the RF signal stimulation is applied firt to port1,
then to port2.
When measuring, you will see the sequential on-switching of the port1 and then the port2 LED !!!
Both measurement results are finally overlaid (possible, because of linear measurement) in the resulting SParameter dataset.
A vector network analyzer (VNA) is a complete measurement system,
-> a signal generator, providing sequentially the a1 (forward) and the a2 (reverse) waves,
-> a narrow-band S-Parameter testset, measuring (filtering out) the bi waves in forward and reverse,
-> and a model extraction capability, calculating the S-Parameters, which can be considered as a model (!!) of
the DUT for the swept frequency range (and -if applicable- to the applied DC bias).
In other words, the VNA experiment consists of a forward and reverse excitation and measurement.
The model extraction refers to the equation-solving S11=b1/a1, S21=b2/a1 etc., using the ai & bi
measurements, resulting into S-Parameters.
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Considering 2-port Spar: stimulated at port1, then at port 2
First
Measurement

port2

port1
i1

Z0

S21

The transmitted and
reflected
PowerWaves are
defined as:

i2

a1

b2

v1

v2

S11

Z0

power b1

Second
Measurement

port2

port1
i1

S 12

i2

Z0
a2

b1

v1
Z0

1
(v1 + i1⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
*)
1
(v 2 − i2 ⋅ Z0)
b2 =
2 Z0
a1 =

S 22

v2
b2

power

1
(v 2 + i2 ⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
*)
1
(v1 − i1⋅ Z0)
b1 =
2 Z0
a2 =

NOTE : ai and bi are in Watt

Remember the formulae, we'll have them back when discussing the NVNA !!
*) see S.Maas, “The RF and Microwave Circuit Design Handbook“, Artech House, Boston, 1998, ISBN 0-89006-973-5, p.37ff.
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NOTE: during S-Parameter measurements, the power sources provide the RF signal to the twoport. The
voltages v1, i1, v2 and i2 are therefore a consequence of that stimulating power source. On the other hand, the
above plot explains how they can be calculated out of the measured or simulated S-Parameters (vi and ii as a
function of the ai and bi ).
NOTE: in the formulae above, voltages vx and the currents ix are ‘rms‘ values, i.e. peak/SQRT(2). The
obtained waves ax and bx are ‘rms‘ too. Their unit is SQRT(Watt).
NOTE: for the final set of S-Parameters, an overlay of forward and reverse measurement is applied. This is
possible for the ‘linear‘ S-Parameters. But this is *not* possible for the nonlinear case, the nonlinear network
analyzer (NVNA), as will be shown later.
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S-Parameters = Linear Theory
S11 =

b1
a1

S22 =

b2
a2

(a2 = 0)
(a1 = 0)

Input Im pedance

S21 =

b2
a1

(a2 = 0)

Forward Transmission

Output Im pedance

S12 =

b1
a2

(a1 = 0 )

Reverse Transmission

S2Y, S2Z etc. Matrix Conversions Are Possible
 Y-Parameter modeling
is possible

Y-Par modeling

de-embedding applying
Y- and Z-matrix subtractions
is possible

de-embedding

All of the above is *NOT* valid for *non-linear measurements* !
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S-Parameters are based on linear circuit theory. Therefore, the forward (a2=0) and reverse (a1=0) measurement
of a network analyzer, performed sequentially, can be overlaid to give the 4 S-Parameters Sxy.
Also, in linear circuit theory, matrix conversion (from e.g. S-Par to Y-Par, to do PI-schematic-based YParameter modeling) is possible.
Last not least, these matrix conversions also allow the easy de-embedding methods which subtract Y-matrices
and Z-matrices.
-> As will be seen later, all of this is *NOT* possible for nonlinear behavior, and therefore, *other methods*
need to be applied there.
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The NVNA Concept
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DC analyzer
controlled
by NVNA (!)
via GPIB

**

Nonlinear Vector Network Analyzer Concept
A NVNA measures the complete spectrum:
- DC, Fundamental and Harmonics,
- Magnitude and Phase

*

*
A1i

B1i

index: port, harmonic

*

a NVNA can stimulate port1 and port2
*simultaneously*

B2i

A2i

index: port, harmonic

**

a NVNA can control the DC power supply9
(DC bias current is affected by large RF signal)

(a linear VNA stimulates its ports *sequentially*)

A Nonlinear Vector Network Analyzer (NVNA) measures the fundamental frequency and the harmonics, in
magnitude *and* in phase.
Optionally also controlling a power supply (DC Analyzer), because the DC bias current of non-linear circuits is
affected by the applied large RF signal.
The NVNA can stimulate RF signals at all its ports *at the same time*.
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Harmonic Measurements
PNA-X
1. S-Parameter
Measurements

VNA

2. Harmonic
Measurements

NVNA
3. X-Parameter
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NVNA Harmonic Measurements
single
stimulus !!!
port1
Z0

i1

i2

v1

v2

b1

1
(v1 + i1⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
*)
1
b2 =
(v 2 − i2 ⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
a1 =

port2

a1
applied
RF
power1

Similar to a linear VNA,
the transmitted and
reflected NVNA
waves are defined as:

b2
Z0
a2

1
(v2 + i2 ⋅ Z0 )
2 Z0
*)
1
b1 =
(v1 − i1⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
a2 =

However, different to S-Parameters, there is
- no forward-and-reverse measurement overlay.
During nonlinear harmonic measurements,
- - the stimulus is applied at port1, and b1 and b2 are measured,
i.e. a measurement equivalent of an ADS 'Harmonic Balance Simulation‘)

but now they include
fundamental
*and* harmonics !

*) see S.Maas, “The RF and Microwave Circuit Design Handbook“, Artech House, Boston, 1998, p.37ff, ISBN 0-89006-973-5.
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A Harmonic Measurement requires a single RF signal stimulation, at port1.
When measuring, you will only see the port1 LED switched-on !!!
NOTE: in the formulae above, voltages vx and the currents ix are ‘rms‘ values, i.e. peak/SQRT(2). The waves
ax and bx are ‘rms‘ too. Their unit is SQRT(Watt).
NOTE: for a perfect impedance match at port2, we have a2=0 (!)
NOTE: for a small applied RF signal, you can calculate S11=b1/a11 and S21=b2/a1 from an harmonic
measurement.
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Linear vs. Non-Linear: modeling-wise ...
linear
S-Parameter modeling

nonlinear
power RF modeling

- for linear S-Parameter modeling, we have many DC operating points,
and with the S-Parameter (Y-Parameter) modeling,
we fit the tangent to the transfer curve at these bias points
- for nonlinear power RF modeling, we have dynamic (large-signal) trajectories instead of the tangents
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1
(v 2 + i2 ⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
1
b1 =
(v1 − i1⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
a2 =

incident a-wave

ax, bx, vx and ix are ‘rms‘ values,
i.e. peak/SQRT(2).

1
(v1 + i1⋅ Z0)
2 Z0
1
(v 2 − i2 ⋅ Z0)
b2 =
2 Z0
a1 =

DC fundamental

scattered b-wave

DC fundamental
harmonics .....

v 1 = 2 ⋅ (a1 + b1) ⋅ Z0
∧

i 1 = 2 ⋅ (a1 − b1) / Z0
∧

v 2 = 2 ⋅ (a2 + b2 ) ⋅ Z0
∧

i 2 = 2 ⋅ (a2 − b2) / Z0

vx and ix are peak‘ values
ax and bx are rms.

see previous slide
∧

Calculating the time-domain signals
out of the a and b waves

i2
v2
i1
v1

...

∧

v1(t ) = v1 _ DC + REAL  v 1[f0 ] ⋅ e xp ( jω0 t )


∧

+ REAL  v 1[2 f0 ] ⋅ exp ( j2ω0 t )


∧

+ REAL  v 1[3 f0 ] ⋅ e xp( j3 ω0 t )



time
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The measured ai and bi are vectors (DC, fundamental frequency, harmonics).
The calculated peak voltages and currents at both ports are therefore for DC, fundamental and harmonics.
This allows to compose the time-domain signal, as depicted above
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Example of an NVNA

Data
Blocks
per
applied
RF
power

! Created on 10/17/2008 3:21:26 PM
! Agilent Nonlinear Vector Network Analyzer (NVNA) Version 01.00.18

MDIF Data File

! Wave Data
! Definition: NVNA (Traditional)

with A and B waves,
plus DC bias volt. and curr.

VAR VDC_1(real) = -1 optional DC Bias voltages
VAR VDC_2(real) = 8
fundamental freq
VAR fundamental(real) = 2000000000
RF Input Power
VAR Pin(real) = 0.0283533502925291
BEGIN WaveData
%freq(real)
A1(complex)
B1(complex)
0
0
0
0
0
2000000000 0
-0.0283
-0.0017
0.02087
4000000000 -1.5675E-05 -1.9852E-05 7.6961E-05 1.9098E-05
6000000000 -1.3770E-06 -1.7648E-06 8.5806E-07 -4.7976E-06
8000000000 2.8921E-07 1.4439E-07 1.8562E-07 1.8465E-07
10000000000 -1.4548E-07 1.1506E-07 -3.8858E-07 5.9148E-08
END
VAR VDC_1(real) = -1
VAR VDC_2(real) = 8
VAR fundamental(real) = 2000000000
VAR Pin(real) = 0.0518234004743966
BEGIN WaveData
%freq(real)
A1(complex)
0
0
0
2000000000 5.2041E-18 -0.05182
4000000000 -3.9383E-05 -5.0658E-05
6000000000 -2.8016E-06 -2.6421E-06
8000000000 1.6745E-06 1.0742E-06
10000000000 -2.8726E-07 -1.3611E-07
END

optional DC Bias currents
A2(complex)
0
0
0.0089
-0.00154
-3.0113E-06 3.4272E-05
8.2569E-07 -3.2145E-07
-5.6792E-08 4.4188E-08
-5.6496E-07 2.5891E-08

B2(complex)
0
0
0.09545
-0.07647
-0.0005
-0.00022
9.4826E-06 1.3570E-05
-2.0886E-07 1.2940E-06
2.4616E-06 -5.8239E-06

I1(real)
-1.389E-08
0
0
0
0
0

I2(real)
0.25188
0
0
0
0
0

incremented
B1(complex)
0
0
-0.00335
0.0381
0.00022
6.138E-05
-3.9576E-06 -2.2481E-05
2.4784E-06 -1.1270-06
2.0129E-07 8.1352E-07

A2(complex)
B2(complex)
I1(real)
0
0
0
0
-1.4E-08
0.01620
-0.0027
0.1968
0.1740
0
-1.3233E-05 0.0001
-0.0016
-0.0008
0
3.2707E-06 -2.6017E-06 6.1266E-05
5.2224E-05 0
-6.342E-07 1.0800E-06 3.0515E-06
1.5206E-05 0
-3.411E-07 -1.7552E-08 2.2078E-06
-3.8580E-06 0

I2(real)
0.2428
0
0
0
0
0

...
...
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Besides the complex ai and bi waves, the data file shown above includes also the DC bias voltages and currents
VDC_1, VDC_2, I1 and I2 at the ports 1 and 2. This means that the NVNA had controlled a DC analyzer (or a
power supply).
If it had been a NVNA-only measurement, the row 0Hz and the columns I1, I2 would not be present. Also not
present would be the data block lines VAR VDC_1 and VAR VDC_2.
In the NVNA, Harmonic Measurements can be saved as
> A and B Waves
> Voltages and Currents
NOTE: as can be seen in the example above, the size of such a Harmonic Measurement ASCII file is reasonably
small (kBytes).
Reason: only a single stimulus at Port1.
Compare this with the typically much larger file size of saved X-Parameters (in a slide further down).
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Harmonic Measurements can be applied
to perform/enhance Transistor/Diode Modeling

IC-CAP / ADS

While conventional device modeling is based
on DC fitting and S-Parameter (Y-Parameter) fitting,
Harmonic Measurements
> offer new parameter extraction capabilities based on e.g.
- Gain vs. Input Power
- time domain currents/voltages vs. Input Power
- harmonics, IM3 vs. DC bias
- AM-AM, AM-PM
- etc.
This provides new model parameter extraction strategies.
> offer to identify device model weaknesses in the nonlinear RF
range and thus, allows to improve the model
(i.e. the model equations)
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Device Modeling, applying IC-CAP and ADS as the Harmonic Balance (HB) simulator, provides
-> new parameter extraction capabilities
(due to nonlinear harmonic measurements)
-> new parameter extraction methods
(some parameters are more dominant on harmonics than on S-par)
-> improved device models
(replace model parameters by new model functions or by neural networks *) /1/
-> new models, e.g. artificial neural networks (ANN) /2/
Publications:
[1] Troels S. Nielsen, Sonja Nedeljkovic, and Dave Halchin, 'Large-Signal Hybrid Compact/Behavioral HBT
Model for III-V Technology Power Amplifiers', Microwave Symposium Digest, 2008 IEEE MTT-S
International, Jun. 2008, pp. 483-486
[2] J.J. Xu, D. Gunyan, M. Iwamoto, A. Cognata, and D.E. Root, "Measurement-Based Non-Quasi-Static
Large-Signal FET Model Using Artificial Neural Networks," IEEE MTT-S Int. Microwave Symp. Digest, pp.
469-472, June 2006.
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In some details ...

Modeling Possibilities Based on Nonlinear Voltages and Currents
Measurement: applying a NVNA, measure fundamental and harmonics in magnitude and phase
Simulation:
apply Harmonic Balance simulations (ADS)

The DC bias current dependance of the applied RF power
Voltages and Currents of fundamental and harmonics
Time-Domain Trajectories
Pout vs. Pin
AM-AM, AM-PM (S21 dependency on the applied RF signal power)
IP2, IP3
1dB compression point
Pout vs. Pin

AM-AM

IP2

AM_AM

Time-Domain Trajectories

10

PO
A
E

AM_AM.M[dB(V)] AM_AM.S[dB(V)] [E+0]

5

0

-5

-10
-40

-30

-20

-10

0

Pin[dB(W)] [E+0]
Pl ot non li n_RF_tutor/NONLIN_RF_M DL G/AM _PM _Dom ai n/AM _AM_Pin

10

X
Y
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While traditional silicon transistor modeling is based on DC and S-Parameter modeling, NVNA measurements
open a whole world of modeling domains which realistically mimic the later transistor application under large
signal conditions !
This leads to better modeling results.
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X-Parameter Measurements
PNA-X
VNA

1. S-Parameter
Measurements

2. Harmonic
Measurements

NVNA
3. X-Parameter
Measurements
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X-Parameters are the superset of linear S-Parameters that include nonlinear effects such as harmonics and
intermodulations, and their sensitivity to mismatch.
They are meant to be applied wherever S-Parameters are currently (mis-)used for nonlinear active devices.
When thinking X-Parameters, think S-Parameters plus nonlinearities.
X-Parameters therefore apply to a very wide spectrum of applications, typically for circuits or systems (e.g.
amplifiers etc.).
One possible application of X-Parameters is the role for modeling a device (transistor, diode), as an alternative
or complementary approach to the conventional “compact” nonlinear device models for transistors and diodes.
X-Parameters are not meant to replace compact models for reasons explained in the slides further below.
But, they can be an effective modeling alternative for some purposes.
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X-Parameters
“Doing for nonlinear systems under large-signal conditions
what S-Parameters do for linear systems”
S-Parameters:
-> calculated by the VNA out of the measured
A1, A2, B1 and B2 power waves (fundamental freq. only)
-> they represent a linear(!) black-box-model of the DUT
(fundamental freq. only)

-> the device's DC bias (when present) is not affected by
the S-parameter model, because it's a linear measurement !!

sequential
stimulus !!!

X-Parameters:
-> calculated by the NVNA out of a stimulation at port1 *and* at port2
-> they represent a nonlinear(!) black-box-model of the DUT
(fundamental freq. + harmonics + (optionally) DC bias)

-> the device's DC bias (when present) is affected by
simultaneous
the X-parameter model, because of the applied large signal RF !! stimulus !!!
"When thinking X-Parameters, think S-Parameters plus Nonlinearities"
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An X-Parameter Measurement requires a single RF signal stimulation, at port1, plus an overlaying
probing signal applied sequentially to all ports.
When measuring, you will see the port1 LED switched-on, and also the port2 LED switched on !!!
X-Parameters are a rigorous, mathematically correct linearization of device under test (DUT) behavior as
represented by a spectral map from incident to scattered pseudo-waves.
Unlike classic S-Parameters, which capture only linear device behavior and ignore nonlinear behavior such as
harmonic/intermod generation and even same-frequency higher order mixing effects, X-Parameters capture
linear device behavior and linearize nonlinear behavior about a large signal operating point.
Both, S-Parameters and X-Parameters can be interpreted as a ‘model‘ of the DUT !
Note: During harmonic measurements, as discussed before, the ai and bi measurement is executed extremely
fast by the NVNA.
Measuring X-Parameters, applying the same stimuli takes much longer.
Reason: besides the large tone at the fundamental, an additional (small) probing signal (extraction tone) is
stimulating too the ports, for the fundamental frequency, and the harmonics, applying different phases.
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S-Parameters <-> Nonlinear System X-Parameters
bij = X ij( F ) ( a11 ) P j +

∑ (X

(S )
ij , kl

( a11 ) P j − l ⋅ a kl + X ij(T, kl) ( a11 ) P j + l ⋅ a kl* )

k , l ≠ (1,1)

Indices: i = output port index, j = output frequency index, k = input port indexk, l = input frequency index

Different from S-Parameters (simple matrix),
X-Parameters are represented by non-linear functions of the large input stimulus a11,
split into 3 terms: X(F)-term, X(S)-term and X(T)-term.
-the X(F)-term gives the harmonic spectrum in response to the incident signal, for perfect
match at input and output at all frequencies. In the small-signal limit, it reduces to the first
column of linear S-Parameters, Si1
- the X(S)-term contains Hot S22 measurements, including harmonic mismatch at input and
output ports. It relates mismatch at one frequency to performance at another. In the smallsignal limit, it reduces to the second column of linear S-Parameters, Si2
- the X(T)-term gives the phase-dependence of mismatch at the output port at the fundamental,
and also the phase dependence of harmonic mismatches at both ports. There is no analog of
this term in linear S-parameter theory. Its contribution vanishes in the small-signal limit.
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The terms X(F), X(S) and X(T) depend on the fundamental frequency and its harmonics and the power transfer
between port i and port j, and (optionally) depend also on the DC bias.
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Example: Ideal X-Parameter Measurement Steps
(Perfect match, no source harmonics)
a1

b1

a2

b2

1

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

harmonics

2

3

Step 1 -> inject large tone at port 1 fundamental (perform a Harmonic Measurement)
Step 2 -> add extraction tones at port 1 and port 2 fundamental
Step 3 -> extraction tones are offset by 90 degrees from previous extraction tone.
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The slide above describes the measurements necessary to extract X-Parameters.
At each operating point (large signal level):
- One measurement is required with no additional probing signal (extraction tone) to get the XF terms
- Two measurements with extraction tones are required at each port/frequency of interest to get the XS and XT
terms.
For example, in order to extract 2-port, 3-harmonic X-parameters, the necessary measurement experiments are:
1. Large signal only (always applied at port 1 fundamental,
but generally could be at any port or a combination of multiple tones at multiple ports)
2. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port1 fundamental
3. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port1 fundamental
4. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port1 harmonic 2
5. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port1 harmonic 2
6. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port1 harmonic 3
7. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port1 harmonic 3
8. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port2 fundamental
9. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port2 fundamental
10. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port2 harmonic 2
11. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port2 harmonic 2
12. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase1 at Port2 harmonic 3
13. LargeSignal + ExtractionTonePhase2 at Port2 harmonic 3
NOTE: ExtractionTonePhase1 and ExtractionTonePhase2 should always be offset by 90 degrees
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Example of an Xpar MDIF file, for use in ADS, created by the NVNA

21

Because the X-Parameter file includes all kinds of stimuli, the size of such an MDIF file is much bigger than a
Harmonic Measurement MDIF file, typ. in the MByte range.
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X-Parameter Models vs. Compact Models

PNA-X
VNA

1. S-Parameter
Measurements

2. Harmonic
Measurements

NVNA
3. X-Parameter
Measurements
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General Comparison
Compact
Transistor/Diode
Model
- Device Level (Transistor/Diode)
- Many Measurement Setups
DC, (CV), Spar
- Scalable
- Covering Many DC Biases
- Physical / Empirical
- Approximated / Fitted

X-Parameter
Model
- Circuit Level (IC, System)
Device Level (Transistor/Diode)
- Single Measurement Setup
- Usually Fixed Device Size
- DC biasing dependent on
applied RF signal (self-biasing)
- Black Box
- Measurement-Based
23

Advantages of X-Parameters over compact models for transistors/diodes
A measured X-Parameter model of a transistor will be more accurate than a compact model, at least for largesignal CW signals within the range of applied frequency, powers and DC biases. Many compact models are not
that accurate in large signal RF applications, often neglecting certain physical effects completely. With XParameters, you get what the device does.
Note: since large signal RF excitation affects the DC bias current of transistors/diodes, and since
transistors/diodes are used in circuits together with biasing resistors, X-parameters need to be measured for
these devices at all DC bias variations happening to the transistor/diode location inside the circuit (amplifier).
An X-Parameter model is much easier to extract than an advanced compact model. An advanced compact
model can have hundreds of model parameters. It takes experienced device modeling engineer with expertise in
a particular technology (e.g. MOS, GaAs) to do a good job. An X-Parameter model can be extracted by a
technician or engineer using much less time (hours versus days to weeks).
Compact model accuracy for users depends on how the model was extracted. A poor extraction can reduce the
utility of even a good model. X-Parameters are easier to extract in a repeatable way.
Compact models take years to develop and implement. In many cases, new useful technology (e.g. GaN
HFETS) exist before good compact models are available. With X-Parameters, there is no need to develop the
compact model. The use model is just like S-Parameters, but applying a NVNA - just measure the device in the
same way (independent of the technology) and you get an X-Parameter model for the device. The same
procedure applies to all technologies. Compact models are usually technology-specific – with some exceptions.
X-Parameters work directly for packaged parts, including the effects of all the parasitics. Just measure the XParameters of the device-in-Package and use it directly. With compact models, you have both the bare device
model (compact model) and you need a good model of the package. If there is coupling, you need to model that
too.
X-Parameters protect the IP of the device model. Sometimes, either the equations of the compact model, or
even the parameter values of the compact model extracted from a given device, give away information about

the device that a foundry may want to keep hidden. X-Parameters encapsulate the IP in a way that can’t be
reverse engineered.
X-Parameters are hierarchical. You can take an X-Parameter model of device, use it to design an amplifier,
perhaps of multiple stages, and then pack it into a single X-Parameter model of an entire functional block. You
can’t do this with a compact model.

Advantages of a compact model over X-Parameters for device models
Compact models allow degrees of scaling –usually as functions of geometrical parameters- for different
realizations of the device. This means, that if a given device processes is fully characterized by a foundry,
models of transistors of a given gate width, and sometimes even gate length, can be “dialed in” by entering
these geometrical parameter values. X-Parameters on the other hand, are not so easily scaled. There is some
room to develop this, but it won’t be as general and is certainly not available at the moment.
Compact models work for all DC biases within the modeling measurement range. No interpolation required as
for X-Parameters.
Compact model parameter sets are small in size (typically ASCII files of tens of kByte), while X-Parameter
ASCII files may have several tens of MByte (or more).
X-Parameters from measurements are limited to the bandwidth of the NVNA instrument, currently 50GHz. The
cutoff frequencies of transistors are often much higher. The design of circuits at frequencies beyond where the
X-Parameters are measured is not likely to be effective. If multiple harmonics (say 5) are required for the model
performance, then it limits the frequency of model use to 50GHz/ 5 = 10 GHz even from the high-frequency
NVNA. A well designed compact model will be accurate well beyond the frequency range at which it is
extracted.
Compact device models have some mechanisms for memory effects, notably self-heating. X-Parameters, right
now, are static. We have promising proof-of-concepts for memory approaches, but they are not yet
commercialized.
Compact models are implemented in the time-domain. As such they work in all analysis modes of a simulator,
including transient (TA), harmonic balance (HB) , envelope (CE) , etc. X-Parameters do not work in TA.
Compact models often have noise and temperature dependence. The present X-Parameter solution has neither,
although these capabilities can be added in the future.
Parametric compact models can be used to estimate performance variability and sensitivity to process variation,
and designers often want to do this. X-Parameters can deal with statistics only by extracting them on many
device samples and selecting from this set of extracted models using a Monte-Carlo type analysis. This actually
will give better statistics, but it requires a measurement infrastructure and statistical simulation infrastructure
with a large enough database to make valid statistical inferences.
Compact models are made to be combined with other circuits under all circumstances, and therefore should
work well when inserted into any impedance environment, even when extracted with DC I-V and 50-Ohm SParameters. An X-Parameter transistor model probably needs to be measured at least with the “load-dependent”
option (Maury ATS SW driving the NVNA with load-dependent X-Parameter, PNA-X option 520). In this way,
the resulting model will be insertable into nearly arbitrary impedance environments, which is what IC designers
do with transistors. This is a fine solution but is more expensive and not yet widely adopted.
Compact models allow for “what-if” scenarios such as reducing a capacitance, modifying a doping level (if
physical model) etc. (e.g. On-Target Modeling). X-Parameters don’t (easily) provide this.
Compact models allow relating model parameters to process control measurements.

-----------------------------------------------X-Parameters are not meant to replace compact device models.
But for some special purposes, they can be an effective modeling alternative.
For both, Compact Device Models and X-Parameter Models, an absolute prerequisite for a valid model is
verified, reliable and trusted measurements. Maybe this is even more important for table-based models than for
compact models, where an experienced modeling engineer may detect measurement problems during parameter
extraction (fitted parameter value becomes unphysical !).
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A Special Case:

X-Parameter Model of a Transistor inside an Amplifier
Due to the applied RF signal,
the DC operating point of the transistor is
affected and will shift with the applied
RF_IN power level !!!
vBE

RF OUT

vCE

RF IN

vBE vs. RF_in

vCE vs. RF_in

Xpar Modeling Plane

-> we cannot simply create an X-parameter
file *for a fixed DC bias*.

VDC

-> our transistor X-parameter file has to
cover a DC bias range, which is depending
on the max. swept input power level (can be
obtained from an ADS HB simulation)
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It is very important to understand the difference between a transistor S-Parameter model and an X-Parameter
model.
-> Transistor S-Parameter Models cover small signal, i.e. no harmonics are created, and thus, the DC bias of the
transistor is fixed, and does not depend on the applied RF signal level.
-> Transistor X-Parameter Models cover additionally large signal (!), and in this case, harmonics are creaded,
and as a consequence, the transistor DC bias (its currents) varies with the appli9ed RF signal. As can be seen in
the slide above, this changing DC bias currents lead to changing DC bias voltages at the transistor pins. And
therefore, instead of a single DC bias (like for an S-Parameter Model), we need to create the X-Parameter
Model for the DC bias voltage ranges which will happen in the very application.
In the example above, when we need a Transistor X-Parameter Model for an amplifier VDC=10V, we need
to apply X-Parameter DC biasing for
vBE 0.65V ... 0.8V, and
vCE 5.3V ... 7.7V
i.e. for a *range* of DC bias conditions (!)
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X-parameters
used as
'Electronic Data Sheet'
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The X-parameters of a circuit allow system integrators to design-in the part and compare how well (or how
poorly) the part works in the system.
When used in ADS, the X-parameters serve as a fully interactive, “nonlinear electronic data sheet” that provides
dramatically more information necessary for large-signal applications than can be provided by stacks of paper
or an Excel spreadsheet. Using X-parameters in ADS eliminates expensive and time-consuming bread-boards of
the actual component.
The electronic datasheet benefit is also a potential competitive advantage for the amplifier provider, who can
provide downloadable “virtual X-parameter samples” of their component to their customers.
X-parameters completely protect the IP of the component, but are faithful to the actual nonlinear performance
(if measured) or fidelity to the models from which they were generated (if generated from simulation).
This represents a significant evolution of the electronic eco-system including component manufacturers and
system integrators.
For X-Parameters provided for components, see also
http://www.avagotech.com/docs/AV02-2103EN (Feb.2010)
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Using Measurements as Models
PNA-X
VNA

1. S-Parameter
Measurements

2. Harmonic
Measurements

linear
L, C, R

transistor,
diode
compact model

NVNA
3. X-Parameter
Measurements

circuits
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While there are certainly 'exceptions to the rule', we can say that
-> S-Parameters provide models of linear, typically passive devices
(e.g. spiral inductors, MIM capacitors, on-wafer resistors etc.)
-> Harmonic Measurements, together with DC and S-Parameter measurements
are the base of advanced nonlinear device modeling (transistors, diodes, varactors etc.
-> X-Parameter typically provide models of circuits.
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Conclusions
PNA-X
VNA

1. S-Parameter
Measurements
Devices,
Circuits

2. Harmonic
Measurements

ADS
IC-CAP
NVNA

NVNA
3. X-Parameter
Measurements

"When thinking X-Parameters, think S-Parameters plus Nonlinearities"
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The difference between S-parameters, harmonics measurements and X-parameter measurements was explained
(consider the LED lightning at the PNA-X ports in the above slide).
While S-Parameters and Harmonics Measurements are applied in 'conventional' device modeling
(diodes/transistors), X-parameters represent a table-based model covering the complete nonlinear performance
of the device-under-test (typically an amplifier, mixer, a system).
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